
Altitude   Illness  
 

Definition  
Occurs   at   altitudes   of   8,000   ft   or   higher.   Conditions   include   Acute   Mountain   Sickness   (AMS),   High   Altitude   Cerebral   Edema   (HACE),  
and   High   Altitude   Pulmonary   Edema   (HAPE)  
 
Signs   and   Symptoms  

➔ AMS:   generally   benign   and   self-limiting;   diagnosed   as   headache   w/   one   or   more   additional   symptoms   (anorexia,   nausea,  
vomiting,   insomnia,   dizziness,   lassitude,   or   fatigue).  

 
➔ HACE:   Unsteady,   wide,   and   unbalanced   (ataxic)   gait   and   altered   mental   status   are   hallmark   signs  

 
➔ HAPE:   Dyspnea   at   rest   is   a   hallmark   sign.   Other   symptoms   include   cough,   crackles   upon   auscultation,   tachypnea,  

tachycardia,   fever,   central   cyanosis,   or   low   oxygen   saturation   disproportionate   to   the   elevation   level.  
 
Management  
1.   Halt   ascent.    Immediately   descent   at   least   3,000   ft.   if   tactically   feasible  
2.   If   AMS   symptoms   present:  

● Acetazolamide    (Diamox)   250mg   PO   bid   UNLESS   PATIENT   IS   ALLERGIC   TO   SULFA  
● Dexamethasone    (Decadron)   4mg   PO   q6hr   if   patient   is   allergic   to   sulfa  

○ If   administered,   no   further   ascent   until   asymptomatic   for   24   hours   after   last   Dexamethasone   dose.  
3.   If   HACE   symptoms   present:  

● Administer   supplemental   oxygen   to   bring   Spo2   above   90%  
● Dexamethasone    (Decadron)   8mg   IV/IM,   then   4mg   IV/IM   q6hrs  

○ Individuals   with   HACE   should   not   be   left   alone   and   especially   not   be   allowed   to   descend   alone.  
4.   If   HAPE   symptoms   present:   

● Administer   supplemental   oxygen   to   bring   Sp02   above   90%  
● Nifedipine    (Procardia)   30mg   SR   q12hr   or   20mg   SR   q8   if   blood   pressure   is   stable  

○ If   not   available,   give   sildenafil   (Viagra)   50mg   q8hr,   or   tadalafil   (Cialis)   10mg   q12hr  
● Minimize   exertion   to   avoid   exacerbation   of   symptoms  

5.   Treat   per    Pain   Management    protocol,   but   avoid   narcotics  
6.   Treat   per    Nausea/Vomiting    protocol  
7.   Treat   per    Dehydration    protocol  
8.   For   signs   or   symptoms   of   either   HAPE   or   HACE:   If   immediate   descent   is   not   tactically   feasible   and   a   GAMOW   bag   is   available,  
use   a   GAMOW   bag   in   1   hour   treatment   sessions   with   the   bag   inflated   to   a   pressure   of   2psi   (approximately   100mmHg)   above  
ambient   pressure.    Four   or   five   sessions   are   typical   for   effective   treatment.    GAMOW   BAG   TREATMENT   IS   NOT   A   SUBSTITUTE  
FOR   DESCENT!  
 
Disposition  

➢ Most   cases   of   AMS   are   relatively   mild,   resolve   in   2-3   days,   and   do   not   require   evacuation  
➢ Priority    evacuation   for   AMS   patients   that   worsen   despite   therapy  
➢ Urgent    evacuation   for   patients   with   suspected   HACE   or   HAPE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


